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Shop Online 24 Hours a Day

We provide products you NEED with the helpful service you Deserve!
Quick Links - Pressure Washers - Surface Cleaners -

Chemicals & Detergents - Cleaning Supplies - Parts & Accessories - Pumps & Repair Kits - Training Materials

DSR- 49 Deck Restorer

D-Vandal Graffiti Remover

DSR-49 Disodium Peroxydicarbonate removes
mildew stains and dirt while
restoring a natural and bright
look to vertical and horizontal grayed and weathered
wood surfaces. Ideal for
wood preparation prior to
water sealer application.

R-202 Concrete Cleaner
Cleans heavy grease, oil
and scuff marks from unpainted concrete and other
alkaline water safe hard
surfaces. USDA authorized
for use in meat plants.

A fast-acting penetrating semi-gel
that removes paints, inks (including
ball point pen), permanent markers,
crayons, caulking, urethane sealants
and more off most surfaces. This
product eliminates tedious scrubbing to remove stubborn stains on
surfaces by simply wiping with a soft cloth or using
an all-purpose sprayer.

AC-12 Fabric Awning Cleaner
Quickly removes normal dirt and grime from
woven fabric materials. 1 gal. bottle = 5 gal.
of solution.

AC-22 Vinyl Awning Cleaner

This professional wall cleaner is specially designed for quickly removing graffiti and stubborn dirt. The recovery port allows the user to attach
a vacuum system to suction the dirty water. The brush ring prevents
splashing and injuries from loose pebbles. It is soft and elastic but extremely effective thanks to the thickness of the bristles.
Specifications:
•
Surface Cleaning Diameter: 12”
•
Pressure: 5000 PSI
•
Max Temperature: 250 F
•
Weight: 7.1 lbs.
•
Swivel: 1xDYW
•
Rotor Arm: 2x 1/8” NPTF
•
Rotor Nozzles: Two (2) 1503
(15-Degree Size 3)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Wrap-Around Safety Goggles
12” Gauntlet PVC Safety Gloves
Cordova Steel Toe PVC Safety Boots
Full Brim Non-Slotted Hard Hat
Heavyweight Apron
Visor Assembly for
Hard Hat
Glacier Glove Stillwater
Neoprene
Bootie

Contractors first choice for grease
spot removal. Just apply Delta 60
to a dry grease spot and pressure
wash off. Watch years of deep
stains disappear! It restores drivethru and entrance pads to look like
new! The oils come out as solids
leaving the concrete as clean as
possible.

RP-3500 Window Cleaner Concentrate
This non-streaking cleaner leaves
glass with reflective finishes and a
film-free sparkling appearance. 1 gallon of concentrate makes 10 gallons
of cleaner.

Quickly removes dirt from vinyl fabric
materials. 1 gal. bottle = 10 gal. of cleaner.

Mosmatic 12” Graffiti Remover with Recovery Port
+ 1 Quart of D-VANDAL Graffiti Remover

Personal Protective Equipment

DELTA-60™ Heavy Grease Remover (*)

Whisper Pro Big Guy Platinum Series Surface Cleaner
The Whisper Wash Big Guy Surface Cleaner incorporates a signature balanced and
machined spray bar with a 28” wide surface coverage area. The Big Guy’s pivoting
wheel design and a heavy-duty nylon brush provide for easy navigation through large
areas while still containing the pressurized spray. The Platinum Series of Whisper Pro
Surface Cleaners offers:
•
A One-Piece Unitized Swivel Cartridge
•
A One-Year Full Coverage Warranty
•
5000 PSI Max Working Pressure
•
212º F Max Working Temperature
•
BONUS! This PowerWash.com EXCLUSIVE Bundle Pack also includes a FREE
5 lb. Sample Pack of R-202 Cleaner. This powerful sudsing alkaline powdered
detergent is designed to clean heavy grease, oil and scuff marks from
unpainted concrete and other alkaline water safe hard surfaces.
.
Big Guy Surface Cleaner Specifications:
•
2” Nylon Brush
•
One 4” Caster
•
Two (2) 10” Pneumatic Tires
•
Oversized, self-lubricating twin thrust bearings
•
2000-5000 PSI Pressure Range
•
Max Temperature: 212º F
•
Max Flow: 4-10 GPM
•
Housing Size: 28”
•
Two (2) 25-Degree Size 2 Spray Tips

10% OFF Orders
of $100 or more!
Use Coupon Code eClean10
Cannot be combined with any other offers. Exp: 06.01.13

www.PowerWash.com

by Henry Bockman, Henry’s Housework, www.HenrysHousework.com,
and Contractors Foundation, www.ContractorsFoundation.com
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Water, Water Everywhere

Photo courtesy of Rick Petry,
Windsor Wood Care, www.WindorWoodCare.com

One

of the biggest challenges in pressure washing is
ensuring that no illegal discharges of wastewater
reach the U.S. and State waters. But what if you’re cleaning
property directly on or next to those protected waters?
That’s the challenge that comes with cleaning marinas,
boats, docks and other items found near the waterways. Yet,
this is a huge market for pressure washers because these
items need cleaning and protecting more than most. In fact,
in some bodies of water, pressure washing is not just a nicety;
it’s the law.
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Photo courtesy of Ken Boddie, Pressure Washer Warehouse,
www.PressureWasherWarehouse.net

The

recreational boating
industry is HUGE. In 2011,
the industry reported 32.3
billion in sales and service in the U.S. alone
(National Marine Manufacturers Association’s
2011 Recreational Boating Statistical Abstract).
That same year, more than half a million new
boats were sold.
That’s a lot of boats to clean.
While some marinas provide their own
pressure washing equipment, others hire
contractors to come in and take care of the
boats.
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In either case, there’s a common thread:
washwater should not go back into the
waterway. Even without the use of detergents,
the wastewater is considered contaminated for
several reasons. For one, the pressure washing
is removing hydrocarbon buildup from the
engine exhaust. But perhaps even more, the
paint used in the boating industry is actually a
sacrificial coating that uses anti-fouling agents
including heavy metals and pesticides, and a
little bit of the paint wears off during cleanings.
Then, of course, there’s the algae, barnacles
and mussels (we’ll get to those on page 7).
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That means there has to be a place for the
boats to be washed. Many larger marinas
install expensive wash pads, but smaller
marinas often can’t afford that. Instead, they
need to look for alternatives.
That was the situation Ken Boddie of
Pressure Washer Warehouse, Hanover,
Massachusetts, faced a few years ago when the
“water police” starting fining area marinas for
wastewater discharges. To save his business,
he developed a small, portable, easy to set
up wash mat called the Sea Saver System. It
is basically a modified version of what was
available for the fleet washing industry. The
heavy-duty vinyl containment features a 4-inch
berm, and is typically 20 by 30 feet, although it
can be made to order.

“Small marinas could not afford to be
compliant if they had to purchase a $25,000plus in-ground system. Besides, bigger is not
always better,” explained Boddie. “This is a
very inexpensive alternative – costing around
$5,000 o $7,000 instead.” The Sea Saver’s
Alkota ecs5000 filtrations system filters the
water down to five microns, but Boddie added
that a complete closed loop recycling system
is not a necessity. “Some marinas just contain
the wastewater, vacuum it into the 250 gallon
totes and have a certified waste hauler dispose
of it correctly.” Water can also be evaporated,
with the remains swept up and disposed.
Boddie said he does suggest using a lower
gpm machine and recycling the water when
possible. “The less water you use, the less you
have to clean up,” he explained.

A few boat washing tips:

• Make sure all hatches, etc. are closed before you
		 start washing.
• Inspect for pre-existing damage and point any
problems out before you start cleaning.
• Watch out for stickers and decals because they can
		 come off easily.
• Don’t spray water up the exhaust pipe. You can
		 seriously damage the engine.
• Careful with the pressure! While steel boats can
		 withstand quite a bit, Fiberglas is much more delicate.
• Use hot water to kill any unwanted mussels, etc.
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Boat Washing: It’s the Law

A

(...well, sometimes)

round 1988, a group of tiny critters
hitched a ride from Eurasia to Lake St.
Clair, a small water body that connects
Lake Huron and Lake Erie, where they decided
to settle down and grow their families. Some
grew restless, however, wanting to see more of
this new world, so they stowed away on passing
ships, moving on to unchartered waters.
Today these tiny invaders, known as zebra
mussels, have caused quite an environmental
ruckus. Don’t let their size fool you. Though
only about the length of a fingernail, these
mollusks upset ecosystems, threaten wildlife,
damage structures, cause other serious
problems, and are an environmental nightmare.
To make matters worse, they attach themselves
– and their invisible babies – to boats and other
structures and follow them to new bodies of
water where they lay their millions of eggs and
restart the cycle.
As if this weren’t bad enough, another similar
species – the Quagga mussel – decided to follow
the zebra mussel’s example
in the early 1990s, and the
cycle began again.
In the battle against these
tiny yet relentless invaders,
there is one primary weapon
of choice – the hot water
pressure washer. Three
things have been found to
kill these pests – hot water,
preferably at least 140 F; low
humidity; and time.
In many areas it is
now illegal for boaters to
transport zebra or quagga
mussels. Boats found with
evidence of the mussels may
be quarantined, and boaters
may be fined. Boaters MUST
wash their boats before
entering a new waterway.
When cleaning for mussel
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removal, there are some primary guidelines to
follow:
1. Remove the boat from the water and
away from the launch ramp.
2. Scrape off any mussels you find, crush to
kill them, then throw the remains away in the
dumpster.
3. Wash off or remove all plants and mud.
4. Feel around the boat for rough or gritty
spots. These may be microscopic mussels that
are too young to be seen.
5. Wash the boat, trailer, etc., away from
the waterway. Use hot water (155 F at the
nozzle) then dry the boat as much as possible.
6. Drain all the water from the boat and
dry everything you can (motors, bilges, lower
outboard units, etc.).
Specific instructions for removing
mussels from all types of watercraft can be
found on various websites, such as www.
DontMoveaMussel.com.
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Don’t Forget the Docks

J

ust as all exterior wood needs to be protected,
wood docks perhaps need even higher levels
of protection. “Docks receive weathering from
all points of the compass. They erode quicker due to
constant moist conditions,” explained Adrian Carrier
Photos courtesy of Rick Petry,
of ABC Pressure Washing & Deck Rescue in Houston,
Windsor Wood Care, www.WindorWoodCare.com
Texas. “Wind, harsh weather, traffic in high density – all
of these contribute to erosion. Sealing slows that rapid
erosion and adds longevity to the wood.”
Again, being on the water brings with it an array of
unique challenges: marine traffic, wildlife, high winds,
drought conditions, and of course, contaminants.
“Environmental challenges all depend on the
authorities,” said Doug Rucker of Clean and Green
Solutions in Houston. Rucker stressed that he only
cleans the boat docks – usually with water only – and
he doesn’t restore them. “We try to have the customer
contact the local authorities to find out what the
regulations are and get something in writing. Some
have strict guidelines; some do not.”
“Check with your local water authorities to see if your
current BMPs (Best Management Practices) coincide
with locals laws for cleaning and sealing over water,”
said Carrier. “Make sure you have enough insurance. Ask the pros in your area questions about
compliance.”
Another concern is physically getting out to the boat dock. “Having our water dragon skid unit
from PowerWashStore.com on our truck has helped us tremendously on the last two we’ve done.
We were able to pull right up to the dock and only needed a 150 foot hose run,” Rucker added.
However, the dock often cannot be accessed by land only – especially when fascia boards need
to be cleaned – in which case a canoe or small boat is necessary. “Many times we have used an
inflatable raft to creep around the perimeter of the project,” Carrier added.
“During the drought, we were able to clean most of the ones we did by simply walking around
the docks as the water had receded past the ends of the docks,” Rucker added.
Docks generally take extra work and material, and that needs to be taken into account
when pricing the job. “Docks are not average
restorations,” stressed Carrier. “Each has a
different set of conditions. Material costs are
much higher due to what is required in oils
socks and tarping alone.”
Finally, Rucker gives a few words of advice
before cleaning your first dock: “Be careful if
you use anything other than water to clean
with. Make sure that you don’t use anything
that could harm the water or its inhabitants. I
love fishing and love anything that has to do on
Visit www.RoofSnot.com for more information.
the water, so I am very careful to protect it and
Available exclusively through Southside
the wildlife.”
Equipment, Inc., www.PressureWasherKY.com
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